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Total neutron scattering data from a powdered sample of MnO collected at 10 K have been analyzed
using the reverse Monte Carlo method to refine the nuclear and magnetic structure. The results give the
first unambiguous assignment of the average magnetic structure. The magnetic moments are aligned
ferromagnetically within (111) sheets with the magnetization vectors of alternate sheets along axes
parallel and antiparallel to the h11!2i directions, albeit with a small modulated out-of-plane component.
Small displacements of Mn and O (modulated with the same periodicity) accompany the magnetic
ordering and both atomic and magnetic structures may be described in the monoclinic space group C2.
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The classical antiferromagnet MnO has been widely
studied as a representative of the family of first-row
transition-metal monoxides. These materials show a vari-
ety of unusual insulating and magnetic properties, and
provide benchmarks with which to test and develop our
understanding of magnetic phenomena at the atomic scale.
It is somewhat alarming then to find that details of the
ordered magnetic structure of MnO—including properties
such as the axis of spin alignment—remain undetermined.
At temperatures above its ordering (Néel) temperature TN
of 118 K, the MnO lattice has the cubic NaCl-type struc-
ture; the transition from this paramagnetic phase to an
antiferromagnetic phase at TN is accompanied by a
cubic-to-rhombohedral lattice distortion and is driven by
nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor antiferromag-
netic interactions. The moments on Mn atoms align within
(111) planes, forming ferromagnetic sheets that stack
along the !111" axis such that the magnetization vector
reverses between adjacent sheets [1]. The magnetic mo-
ments are known to orient themselves parallel to a single
direction perpendicular to the !111" stacking axis, but their
orientation within the (111) planes is not known [2,3].

From an experimental perspective, the difficulty one
faces in determining the orientation of the magnetic mo-
ments is that Bragg intensities are sensitive only to the
angle the average magnetization vector forms with the
stacking axis [4]; moreover, attempts to determine in-plane
magnetic anisotropy terms from magnon dispersion curves
failed as the measured values were smaller than the ex-
perimental accuracy [5]. Alternatively, rather straightfor-
ward dipole calculations are capable of predicting that the
spin orientations lie within (111) planes, but do not provide
any further constraints on the direction [6]. Some further
studies showed that a single alignment axis existed, but
neither the direction of that axis nor the origin of the
anisotropy are known [3].

Here we report the nuclear and magnetic structures of
MnO at 10 K, as determined by analysis of total neutron

scattering data using the reverse Monte Carlo (RMC)
method. We show that the method is capable of arriving
at the known ordered structure even when started from
random spin configurations; moreover, we have observed
that—in addition to the rhombohedral distortion of the
nuclear lattice—the Mn and O atoms are displaced very
slightly from their previously assigned crystallographic
positions, and the Mn magnetic moments possess a small
out-of-plane component. Both the atomic and spin dis-
placements are modulated along the !111" stacking direc-
tion. As such, they provide a source of anisotropy within
the (111) ferromagnetic sheets, and consequently may be
responsible for the observed spin alignment via magneto-
striction effects. This anisotropy allows the diffraction data
some sensitivity to the actual spin alignment direction,
which we find to occur along the h11!2i axes.

Our RMC approach differs from previous crystallo-
graphic characterizations of MnO in its simultaneous treat-
ment of both Bragg and diffuse scattering data. This
method exploits the rich information concerning local
structural correlations that is present within diffuse scat-
tering data, within the average structural framework pro-
vided by Bragg diffraction. We have recently developed an
implementation of the RMC method in the suite of pro-
grams RMCPROFILE [7,8], which differs fundamentally
from others in its ability to handle scattering data to large
magnitudes Qmax of the scattering vector. The details of
these differences have been discussed in detail elsewhere
[8]. The capacity to refine data that span large regions of
reciprocal space is important as the real-space resolution
one can hope to extract from RMC configurations is given
by "r ’ 3:791=Qmax. Using experimental facilities such as
the GEM instrument at ISIS [9], it is routinely possible to
collect high-quality scattering data to Qmax > 40 #A#1. For
magnetic materials, the magnetic contribution to the scat-
tering data is of course negligible for values of Q *
10 #A#1 (and sometimes significantly less), due to its
form-factor dependence. However, the exact nature of
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this contribution is refined not simply in terms of the
distribution of magnetic moment orientations within the
RMC configurations, but also through the positions of the
magnetic species themselves. In this way, the accurate
refinement of the nuclear structure (which does indeed
rely on high-Q data) directly impacts on the quality of
the magnetic structure one obtains.

The RMC process then involves refinement of the
atomic positions and magnetic moments of a large number
of atoms contained within a supercell of the known mag-
netic unit cell, driven by the ability to fit the experimental
scattering data S$Q% and observed Bragg intensities. The
nuclear contribution to these quantities can be calculated
from the RMC configurations as if no magnetic component
were present. The magnetic contribution Smag$Q% to the
scattering factor is calculated from the RMC configura-
tions via two real-space correlation functions A$r% and B$r%
[10]:
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where cM is the concentration of the relevant magnetic
species, # is the number density of magnetic atoms, e, !,
me, and c carry their usual meanings, gJ is the magnetic
moment, and f$Q% the magnetic Q-dependent scattering
form factor. The magnetic contribution to the Bragg in-
tensities is calculated using a standard approach [11].

We collected total neutron scattering data for a pow-
dered sample of MnO at 10 K on the GEM instrument at
ISIS [9] over the range of momentum transfers 0:3<Q<
50 #A#1. Both Bragg intensities and S$Q% data were used as
input for the RMC procedure. Each starting configuration
was a supercell of the known magnetic unit cell, with a
volume approximately 1000 times larger than the cell
shown in Fig. 1(a). In order that we might simplify our
calculations, we used a basis unit cell with orthogonal axes
a0, b0, c0 related to those of the face-centered cubic unit cell
a, b, c by the transformation
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This cell is the smallest orthogonal representation of the
low temperature rhombohedral cell.

Individual atoms in the starting configurations were
given small random displacements (<0:1 #A) from their
crystallographic sites (determined by Rietveld refinement),
and the initial orientation of the magnetic moment (of
magnitude 5:65$B [12]) on each Mn atom was assigned
randomly to give a homogenous distribution of moments
across the configuration. The refinement procedure re-
producibly yielded equilibrium magnetic structures that

showed essentially identical antiferromagnetic alignment
patterns: they consisted of ferromagnetic sheets parallel to
the (111) planes, stacked along !111" with alternating
magnetization directions between sheets [13]. In all cases,
the spin directions were aligned perpendicular to the !111"
stacking axis, although different runs produced different
‘‘preferred’’ orientations. We emphasize here that the ob-
served ordering behavior was obtained from starting con-
figurations with entirely random spin orientations. That
our results reflect all aspects of the known magnetic struc-
ture, as deduced previously in both experimental and theo-
retical investigations, strongly supports the validity of the
approach.

It is easily shown that—like Bragg intensities—the
real-space correlation functions A$r% and B$r% are insensi-
tive to the average direction along which the Mn magnetic
moments align within (111) planes. This result is essen-
tially a consequence of the threefold rotational axis im-
plicit in rhombohedral lattice symmetry. However, we
found in our RMC configurations evidence that this sym-
metry had been broken. For a given equilibrium RMC
configuration, the refined spin orientations were system-
atically rotated by various angles % about the !111" stack-
ing axis and the goodness of fit determined—without
further refinement—at each step. The results obtained
[Fig. 2(a)] are perhaps initially counterintuitive and reveal
two significant features of the magnetic structure. In the
absence of symmetry-breaking modulations of the nuclear
lattice, one would expect negligible variation with %
[Fig. 2(b)]; this is clearly not the case. Symmetry-breaking
modulations would allow some sensitivity in the correla-
tion functions A$r% and B$r% to the preferred spin alignment
axis; however, if they were not coupled with the particular
spin alignment axis observed in the original (% & 0) RMC
configuration, then the % dependency of the goodness of fit
would reflect the sixfold symmetry of the (111) sublattice
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FIG. 1. (a) Representation of the basic antiferromagnetic
structure of the Mn sublattice in MnO. The spin orientations
(arrows) are known to lie within the (111) ferromagnetic sheets,
but their direction % within these planes is unknown. (b) RMC
goodness-of-fit values obtained for equilibrium RMC configura-
tions with differing average spin orientations %.
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[Fig. 2(c)]. Consequently, we can say that the RMC con-
figurations contain symmetry-breaking lattice modulations
that (i) allow the data some sensitivity to the spin alignment
axis, and (ii) are coupled to the particular alignment axis
arrived at during the RMC refinement procedure. The same
qualitative behavior was observed for each of the equilib-
rium RMC configurations, irrespective of their various spin
alignment axes.

A second argument shows that the out-of-plane spin
components are also significant in the RMC spin configu-
rations. The various magnetic scattering formalisms—for
both S$Q% and Bragg contributions—are symmetric with
respect to inversion of the spin orientations. If the out-of-
plane spin components were not significant, then rotation
of each spin about the !111" axis through an angle of "
would be equivalent to the inversion operation. Conse-
quently, one would expect twofold rotational symmetry
in the goodness-of-fit plot of Fig. 2(a)—as illustrated in
panel (d) of the same figure; the absence of such symmetry
signals the relevance of the out-of-plane components to the
magnetic structure at 10 K.

To investigate whether the diffraction data revealed any
sensitivity to the actual spin alignment axis, we prepared
six sets of RMC refinement runs in which the initial spin
configurations had been aligned along six different direc-
tions in the (111) plane—these were distributed evenly
from the !1!10" direction (% & 0) to the !2!1 !1" direction
(% & "

6 ). The initial nuclear configurations used were all
identical, and both nuclear and spin configurations had
been given small random displacements from their average
positions. Each set of runs—corresponding to a single spin
alignment axis—contained five configurations in order
that some limited statistical weight might be attached to
any results obtained. All 30 RMC configurations were
refined against the diffraction data, allowing the configu-

rations to accommodate both the correlated nuclear dis-
placements and the out-of-plane spin components known
to be present. The observed variation in goodness of fit for
differing values of % [Fig. 1(b)] was found to be almost
insignificant in comparison to that associated with the
formation of the overall antiferromagnetic structure; never-
theless, the diffraction data show a very slight preference
for spin alignment along the h11!2i axes.

Finally, we sought to establish the nature of the nuclear
and magnetic modulations in MnO by collapsing our equi-
librium RMC configurations (at % & "

6 ) onto a single unit
cell. The average Mn and O positions were found to vary
very slightly from their high-symmetry values, such that all
atoms in any given (111) sheets were displaced in the same
manner (Mn atoms along a unique axis with no special
symmetry; O atoms along the stacking axis), and the over-
all displacement pattern was periodic along the antiferro-
magnetic !111" axis [Fig. 3(a)]. These modulations in the
nuclear lattice resemble frozen-in phonon modes of the
parent high-temperature (cubic) structure at the wave vec-
tor k & !16 1

6
1
6", and suggest that the magnetic transition at

TN is coupled to the lattice dynamics. Very similar be-
havior was observed for the out-of-plane spin compo-
nents [Fig. 3(b)]: the average spin vectors were found to
deviate very slightly from the $111% planes with the mag-
nitude of the out-of-plane component also modulated along
k & !16 1

6
1
6".

While the lattice distortion associated with the
paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition in MnO is
often discussed in terms of a lowering from cubic-to-
rhombohedral symmetry, it has been known for some time
that the antiferromagnetic structure cannot possess true
rhombohedral symmetry [14].The highest-symmetry space
group consistent with a spin alignment axis perpendicular
to the ‘‘rhombohedral’’ axis is the monoclinic group C2=c.
The small observed modulations lower the space group
further to C2. We were able to refine the modulated
structure using the Rietveld refinement program GSAS

[15] to give a unit cell with dimensions a & 5:4458$2% #A,
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Average displacements of the Mn
(open circles) and O (solid circles) atoms, and (b) average out-
of-plane spin components across the MnO unit cell. The z axis
lies parallel to the !111" stacking axis and spans six (111) sheets
of Mn atoms.
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FIG. 2. (a) Observed and (b)–(d) expected RMC goodness-of-
fit values for an equilibrium spin configuration rotated to various
extents about the !111" axis.
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b & 3:14647$13% #A, c & 15:16758$18% #A, and & &
89:961$7%); the atomic coordinates in this cell are given
in Table I and the fit obtained is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Interestingly, the monoclinic peak splitting and superlat-
tice Bragg reflections were found to lie within the resolu-
tion of the data [Fig. 4]. As such, the GSAS refinement
serves primarily to establish an upper limit on the magni-
tude of the lattice modulations; that RMC refinements can
distinguish these features arises from its analysis of the
real-space Fourier transforms of the scattering data, in
which local symmetry-breaking features are often more
apparent. Neither RMC nor GSAS refinements define a
length scale along which lattice modulations and spin
alignment persist; however, the RMC box size does set a
lower bound of approximately 20 Å.

In conclusion, we have shown how RMC analysis of
total scattering data has revealed the existence of small
modulated variations in the nuclear and magnetic lattices
of MnO. These are sufficient to reduce the local lattice
symmetry, both providing a mechanism for preferred spin

orientation within the $111% planes, and enabling the aver-
age alignment direction to be determined from diffraction
data. These fine details may be important for ab initio
calculations, which have typically assumed idealized struc-
tures. Having determined the way in which rhombohedral
symmetry is broken in this material, this study provides a
new paradigm within which to consider a range of other-
wise unreconcilable properties of MnO, such as phonon
anisotropy [16]. The emphasis in this study on both short-
range and long-range structural features has enabled us to
make progress where standard magnetic crystallographic
tools and simulations have been unable to do so. We have
shown the method to be sensitive to coupling between
lattice distortions and spin orientations. Thus we believe
that total scattering studies may yield new and important
information regarding subtle and previously overlooked
aspects of the magnetic structures of a wide range of
materials.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Rietveld refinement fit to low-Q scat-
tering data obtained using the program GSAS, incorporating the
modulated behavior shown in Fig. 3. The low-Q $'''% reflec-
tions are indicated by ‘‘tickmarks,’’ labeled ‘‘N’’ or ‘‘M’’ to
indicate nuclear or magnetic character, respectively. The largest
isolated superlattice reflection $56 5
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intensity than the scatter in data (inset).

TABLE I. Atomic positions (round brackets) and spin orienta-
tions (square brackets) within the C2 MnO unit cell as deter-
mined from RMC and GSAS refinements. Relative displacements
are ( & #2:072( 10#3, & & 1:011( 10#2, ! & 2:708(
10#3, ) & 8:107( 10#4, and * & 0:0107.

Mn1 $16 ' (; 12 ' &; 1
12 ' !% !#1; 0; *" O1 $0; 0; 0%

Mn2 $2(; 2&; 14 ' 2!% !1; 0; 2*" O2 $13 ; 0; 16 ' )%
Mn3 $13 ' (;&; 5

12 ' !% !#1; 0; *" O3 $16 ; 12 ; 13 ' )%
O4 $0; 0; 12%
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